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SUSTAINABLE GLOBAL SHIPPING

New efficiency standard for
existing fleet
EEXI From January 2023, most commercial vessels will have to comply with the new Energy Efficiency Existing
Ship Index (EEXI) standard. The EEXI introduces the same energy efficiency requirements for existing ships as
those that were put in place for newbuildings by the EEDI in 2013. To comply with the standard, owners,
classification societies and equipment suppliers must all take action now. Ship&Offshore spoke with
Andy McKeran, Maritime Performance Services Director at Lloyd’s Register about the implementation of the
EEXI. We also asked two propulsion experts, Christoph Rofka, senior vice president – head of Global Product
Group Medium, Low-Speed and Rail at ABB Turbocharging and German Weisser, WinGD R&D Senior Advisor,
Sustainability, about measures that could be taken to comply with the regulation.
Andy, can you briefly summarise what
the Energy Efficiency Existing Ship Index (EEXI) and the Carbon Intensity Index (CII) mean for shipowners and their
fleets?
Andy: It is really simple, EEXI requires existing ships to basically play a technical efficiency catch up with equivalent new EEDI
(Energy Efficiency Design Index) compliant ships. Subsequently, compliance will
mean whether a ship can continue to trade.
Depending on the survey cycle of a ship,
the compliance deadline could already be
less than 18 months away.
For shipowners with pre-EEDI and
early EEDI certified tonnage, EEXI could
mean a significant amount of work, but
we envisage for the majority, EEXI will
not have a significant impact on the op-

eration of their vessels. Our expectation
is that the operational Carbon Intensity
Index (CII) will apply to most of the
global fleet above 5,000gt and is the main
mechanism for delivering IMO 2030.
This means that ships will need to adapt
technically and operationally to meet
specified annual carbon intensity reduction targets from 2023 and being rated
based on their performance, and for most
ship types will be measured on the Annual Efficiency Ratio (AER) and will be
provided with a rating of A to E, depending on where they sit against the global
benchmark.
During the recent International Maritime Organization (IMO) intersessional
working group, we saw compromise built
around an 11% reduction in AER at fleet

level relative to 2019, with the door open
to push further between 2026 and 2030.
However, we believe that there will be a
growing expectation that the IMO could
pile on the pressure by raising the bar between 2026 and 2030, at the same time as
the enforcement regime transitions move
from “light touch” to materially penalising
under-performance. At this stage, it is difficult to assess the impact, but intuitively
the drive to push adaptation will impose a
new constraint on commercial operations
across the industry.
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What would you consider the best measures
to comply with the new standards?
Andy: The right compliance strategies will
be ship type and service specific. At Lloyd’s
Register, we are assisting shipowners and
managers around the world with assessing
their risk exposure and developing compliance strategies.
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tive solutions to OPLs after initially demonstrating compliance with EEXI. This
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cated by the lack of clarity on the IMO
approach to lifecycle GHG assessment of
marine fuels, and the intentions for midand long-term measures to address the
missing market for zero-carbon fuels.
Do you think that the EEXI is a suitable
means on the way to achieving the climate
goals in the maritime industry?
Andy: EEXI will not achieve IMO 2030
on its own, and it was never intended to;
it locks in what the market has already delivered through slow steaming since 2008
and will leave other measures to do the
heavy lifting.
Timing is tight for owners to comply. What
steps do you recommend to owners and operators to meet the required thresholds in
time?
Andy: My advice is to start preparing
now to determine and manage compliance risk of both EEXI and operational
carbon intensity, this way owners and operators can avoid unexpected disruption
to ship operations. Without early prepa-

ration, this disruption could start as early
as January 1st 2023.

of the transition before the fuel market
may consolidate with a dominant solution.
Each pathway to zero is likely to inmeasurement instrument
volveLiner
several
transitions or steps,
poHoningand
machine
diameter
tentially multiple types of fuel. Investors
and shipowners will make decisions based
on their own circumstances and choose
the appropriate pathway for their situation.

While the EEXI is regarded as
a short-time
camera
measure
to reduce
shipping’s
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kit
Linerburden
conditionon the
environment, the long-term goal is of course
a renunciation of fossil fuels. Which of the
currently discussed options (ammonia, hydrogen, fuel cells, etc.) do you consider most
suitable and commercially viable?
Andy: This is not something anyone can
answer right now. There will be a mix of What do you think is needed in addition
fuels in the market to meet different ship- to the current standards to enable susowners needs/operations.
tainable green shipping?
environmentally
friendly
What is clear is that
for the alternative.
main op- Andy: Policy and regulation which adtions
of ammonia,
methanol
significantly
cuts
liner and
costsynthetic
and is adresses
more the fundamental challenge facing
fuels, that hydrogen is the feedstock to all shipping: a missing market for ultra-low
Correct and regular monitoring & maintenance
these fuels, thus hydrogen capability will be and zero lifecycle GHG emissions fuels.
Why purchase new liners when youThe
don’t
haveneeds
to? bold policy and regurequired.
industry
Uncertainty can be managed by un- lation which builds market expectation
derstanding the key drivers for different that shipping will offer sustainable ecotransition pathways including technol- nomic activity that is worth investing in.
ogy, economic and community readiness This will remove uncertainty and allow
the necessary capital to flow into the inlevels.
Hybridisation and diversification of dustry. Without this, it is difficult to see
the solutions may be used to manage the how an energy transition in shipping can
uncertainty, especially at the beginning happen.
>

cylinder liners with 20 years
Extend the lifetime of your
Extend the lifetime of your
cylinder liners with 20 years
Why purchase new liners when you don’t have to?
Correct and regular monitoring & maintenance
significantly cuts liner cost and is a more
environmentally friendly alternative.
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SUSTAINABLE GLOBAL SHIPPING

»An important operational
aspect will be monitoring
engines to ensure they are
working at optimal efficiency«

Source:
ABB Turbocharging

Christoph Rofka, Senior Vice President –
Head of Global Product Group Medium, Low-Speed
and Rail, ABB Turbocharging

Christoph and German, what is your opinion on the eﬀectiveness of the Energy Efficiency Existing Ship Index (EEXI) and the
Carbon Intensity Index (CII)?
Christoph: The EEXI focuses on the design
of vessels and can only be the starting point
for reducing actual greenhouse gas emissions
from vessels. Pending further development
of the index at MEPC 76, it is expected that
many current vessel designs will be able to
meet the requirements by restricting engine
power, a relatively straightforward procedure
with many options to suit different vessels.
For many operators, for example those already slow steaming, this will have hardly any
impact on real emissions during operations.
Nonetheless, EEXI will provide a necessary
reference point and a base from which to
build operational efficiency improvements.
The Carbon Intensity Index, which focuses on operational improvements, will
have a greater impact. Again pending final
details, this is likely to trigger operational optimisation by most ship operators and owners – for example finding optimal speeds,
loadings, and hull cleaning and maintenance
procedures to improve efficiency. Hardware
upgrades will also help improve performance
over time.
The IMO wants to ensure that there is
continuous optimisation and improvement
for all vessels. It is a good move, but it is focused on the short-term target of reducing
shipping’s carbon intensity by 40% by 2030.
It does not bring any clarity on how to achieve
the tougher 2050 target of reducing greenhouse gas emission by half and phasing them
out completely thereafter. This aspect needs
a strong focus from the IMO after MEPC
76, and quickly – the industry needs time to
stimulate investments and build up the appropriate technologies and supply chains.
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German: The EEXI is an important building block of the IMO’s implementation
plan of their Initial Strategy on GHG reduction in that it creates a level playfield
between new and existing vessels. Moreover, the strengthening of the SEEMP by
introducing the CII concept shifts the attention from technical or design measures
to operational aspects. This reflects the fact
that developments such as the adoption of
alternative fuels cannot be properly represented in a design-based instrument such as
the EEDI or EEXI.
What is your company’s technological approach to support owners and operator in
meeting the upcoming thresholds of CO2
emissions?
German: WinGD is working on a large variety of technology developments, which
are supporting the decarbonisation of shipping. Switching to LNG has been an important step in the right direction, but achieving the final targets requires tapping into
all possible sources. This starts from the

further optimisation of propulsion engines
and all other equipment on board as well as
overall vessel and hull design in particular.
It includes the advanced integration of the
energy systems on board and the utilisation
of the potential of hybridisation on individual ships up to contributions to actual
smart shipping concepts.
However, shipping will fall short of the
2050 targets without the early and massive
adoption of what we call “X-Fuels”. These
X-Fuels include all variants of net carbonneutral fuels, which can be either sustainably produced biofuels of second or higher
generation, or synthetic fuels produced
in a climate-neutral manner using excess
renewable energy, as well as appropriate
feedstock. The development of technologies for enabling the use of such X-Fuels on
large two-stroke engines is an essential part
of WinGD’s development roadmap.
Christoph: The central role of turbochargers will remain the same – to help engines deliver the most efficient combustion
from the smallest package. We will continue to develop products that advance turbocharger efficiency and, in many cases, there
are simple upgrades and exchanges that can
be made to ensure your turbochargers provide the best performance support for their
engines across the vessel lifecycle.
Looking more specifically at EEXI and
CII, we will support shipowners and operators by helping to deliver the engine and
turbocharger adaptations needed to meet
these requirements. ‘Engine power limitation’ is a broad term and there are many
options – permanent engine de-rating,
waste-gate installations or rematching turbochargers, for example. We have the engineering expertise to advise and execute the
right options for our customers.

»Switching to LNG has been
an important step in the right
direction, but achieving the
final targets requires tapping
into all possible sources«
German Weisser, WinGD R&D Senior Advisor, Sustainability
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An important operational aspect will
be monitoring engines to ensure they
are working at optimal efficiency. Our
Tekomar XPERT diagnostic and advisory
platform will ensure that engines help vessels achieve the best possible CII each year.
There is some discussion about whether
CII will be applied on a vessel or fleet level.
This software covers both. It accurately
evaluates performance of individual engines, quantifying deviations and identifying potential fuel savings. The fleet version
offers further efficiencies by benchmarking
engine health your vessels, allowing operators to see further optimisation potential.
Looking further ahead, zero or netzero carbon fuels will be needed to meet
the IMO’s 2050 ambition. There is notable
uncertainty over which fuels and engine
technologies will be used by shipping in
the long-term. We have invested heavily in
understanding these fuels and their implications for combustion concepts and engine technologies. We are confident, firstly,
that engines will continue to drive much of
shipping well beyond 2050 and, secondly,
that ABB Turbocharging is ready to provide

technology for engines operating on (net)
carbon-neutral fuels.
In addition to those standards, what do
you think is needed to enable sustainable
green shipping?
Christoph: Shipping needs net-zero carbon fuels and there is no doubt any more
that these will be based on hydrogen – green
(from renewable energy) or blue (from fossil sources but using carbon capture). The
biggest obstacles right now are the sluggish
uptake of these fuels and the lack of major
investment in their production. Investment
in production needs to speed up as it is limiting availability and deterring investments
in engine technology and shipping.
I think the industry should allow –
and even push for – at least an intermediate stage that accepts blue hydrogen. This
approach would allow shipping access to
such fuels much faster. Because of the uptake of renewables globally, there are so
many other industries that can make better
use of these energy sources and shipping
would have to wait too long even to come
close to the IMO ambition.

There is lobbying and discussions with
majors going on in this direction. The shipping industry must be vocal that hydrogenbased fuels with a net-zero carbon footprint
are the aim, but in an intermediate phase we
can accept fossil-based with carbon capture
and storage. With this approach, we can at
least get things moving.
German: Various boundary conditions need
to be put in place for the adoption of X-Fuels.
Considerable investments into their sustainable production are required, starting from the
further development of production technologies. These need to be scaled up rapidly to relevant sizes, accompanied by the establishment
of storage, distribution, and bunkering facilities. Ultimately, such fuels need to become
available in sufficiently large quantities and at
competitive prices. The latter will almost inevitably require political action for bridging
the expected price gap between traditional
fossil fuels and these X-Fuels. Moreover, the
regulatory framework has to be enhanced for
allowing the safe and reliable utilisation of
such fuels in a marine environment.
These interviews were held prior to the outcomes of the
MEPC 76 session

PPG SIGMAGLIDE® 1290
The superior hull coating that
delivers reduced power demand
Our PPG SIGMAGLIDE 1290 fouling release coating generates
proven improvements in vessel power.
Based on a unique 100% pure silicone binder system, the
coating provides instant low friction when the ship moves
through the water and also very low adhesion of fouling
organisms. This breakthrough technology keeps the hull
completely smooth from the outset enabling the ship
to glide seamlessly through the water.
•
•
•
•

Proven speed and power improvement
Long-term smoothness due to surface regeneration
Biocide-free for reduced environmental impact
Optimal performance due to minimal speed loss
over the operational period
• Increased idle time due to improved slime- and
fouling resistance and release
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Visit ppgpmc.com or contact our office
in Hamburg on +49 (40) 73 60 21-0
or CS.Germany@ppg.com
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